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A B S T R A C T 

Introduction 

 

Rhinosporidiosis is a primary disease of nasopharyngeal domain, 

although primary and secondary dissemination to other parts of body are 

reported [1]. Cutaneous lesions are rare in occurrence, usually caused by 

hematogenous dissemination. Both hematogenous and lymphatic spread 

could cause generalized cutaneous lesions, while direct inoculation 

results in the primary type [2]. The multifaceted presentation of 

cutaneous rhinosporidiosis includes sessile polyps, subcutaneous 

nodules, cutaneous horn, verruca vulgaris look alike, and ulcerated 

lesions, causing diagnostic dilemma to the unsuspecting physician [3, 4]. 

This case is presented to highlight the rare presentation as tumor. 

 

Case Report 

 

A 58-year-old male from southern part of India, a known case of 

recurrent nasopharyngeal rhinosporidiosis, presented with a painless 

swelling in the left leg of two weeks duration. On examination, a 

subcutaneous swelling of size 2x1.5cm was seen with no associated 

findings. As the patients was recently diagnosed as a case of early 

myelofibrosis with persistent low platelet levels and with the history of 

aspirin intake, localized hematoma of calf muscle was suspected. He was 

advised to undergo local sonography but lost to follow-up. He reported 

back after two months, with rapid increase in size. On examination, the 

swelling was about 15x8cm size (Figure 1), hard, non-tender, non-

compressible, skin over the swelling stretched and shiny, visible veins 

over the swelling and absence of any local or regional inflammatory 

signs. Other systemic examinations were negative. With the history of 

rapid growth and absence of corroborating clinical evidence of 

inflammation, tumor pathology was suspected. Ultra-sonogram of left 

leg suggested soft tissue lesion.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Tumor of left leg. 

Rhinosporidiosis presents commonly as polypoidal growth in nose, but presentation in other sites including 

skin, genitourinary tract is documented. Cutaneous presentation is rare, which may present as pedunculated 

swelling or cutaneous ulceration, but presenting as soft tissue tumor is extremely rare. The multifaceted 

presentation of the disease causes diagnostic dilemma to an unsuspecting physician. Clinical and 

radiological findings may mislead, but usually typical history helps, and typical histology clinches the 

diagnosis. We are presenting a case of disseminated cutaneous rhinosporidiosis presented as soft tissue mass 

lesion in the leg causing diagnostic difficulty due to the rare presentation. 
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Figure 2: MRI showing heterogenous lesion of size 10.6x9.3cm. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3: Excised specimen. 

 

MRI showed heterogeneous lesion of size 10.6x9.3cm with faint 

septations and suggested possibility of sarcoma (Figure 2). Trucut 

biopsy was done to assess the pathology, which revealed characteristic 

sporangia in various stages of maturation, clinching the diagnosis. Our 

patient had previous episodes of nasal and laryngeal involvement but at 

the present presentation, no lesions in the nasopharynx or in the visceral 

organs like lungs, liver, kidney or retroperitoneum were detected. The 

presenting leg lesion was surgically excised in-toto along (Figure 3), 

with its deep fascial attachments and primary skin closure was done. 

Postoperative period was uneventful, and patient is symptom free till 

now, 3 years and 6 months after surgery.  

 

Discussion 

 

Cutaneous rhinosporidiosis, although known, is very rare [5]. 

Hematologic spread is considered as a main reason for distant spreads 

[6]. It causes diagnostic dilemma, with varied modes of presentation. 

Usually it presents to dermatologist with subcutaneous nodules, plaques, 

sessile polyps or ulcerated lesions, but presentation as tumor is very rare. 

‘Rhinosporidioma’ is the name given for tumoral cutaneous 

rhinosporidiosis, by Date et al. [7]. Literature documentation of such 

‘rhinosporidioma’ is very rare. One more interesting factor noticed in 

Indian patients is that patients with blood group ‘O’ has the highest 

incidence of 70% [8]. The blood group of our patient (ABO blood group: 

‘O’) confirms that finding. Wide excision with electrocoagulation of the 

lesion base is the preferred method of management. Although cases of 

spontaneous regression have been recorded, they are few and rare, to 

warrant regular use. Dapsone may be tried as an adjuvant to surgical 

management. Our case was clinically and radiologically suspected as a 

soft tissue tumor. It was a diagnostic challenge for the physician, but for 

cytological diagnosis. This case asserts the clinician to be suspicious of 

all cutaneous lesions, in patients with rhinosporidiosis, because the 

diverse clinical presentation may faze the physician. 
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